Become A Talent Magnet
Strategies and tools for building your Employer Brand

Learn how top employer brands:
• Attract & retain top talent
• Create internal & external brand advocates
• Boost retention, engagement and performance
ADP Small Business Guidebook

Your employer brand matters...
This guide contains strategies, tools & templates that will help you
define, improve and market your employer brand. Use it to become
your company’s employer brand champion, defining and marketing
reputation as a great place to work.
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What’s an
employer
brand and
what does
it do?
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Former Coca-Cola marketing guru Sergio Zyman once
defined brand as “a container for a customer’s complete
experience with the product or company.”1
Much more than a name and a logo, your brand conveys a sense of
quality, and influences the perceptions and behaviour of everyone who
comes into contact with any aspect of your company.
An employer brand is similar, but focused on how prospective, current
and even former employees interact with your organization.
There are three key pillars to an employer brand: culture, leadership and
opportunity. It’s best expressed by the formula:

Good employer branding produces measurable results…

Up to 50% reduced cost per hire3
Up to 19% reduction in employee churn4
A 54% increase in the quality of the talent pool5

culture + leadership + opportunity = employer brand
Canadian companies produce between $1.68 and $6.32 of profit for
every $1 invested in wages and benefits.2 It’s a wide range and begs
the question ‘What are some companies doing that others haven’t
figured out?’ While there are many reasons that margins vary,
employer brand is a key differentiator in successful companies’
abilities to attract the right talent and hang on to top performers,
even in very competitive industries.

69

of job seekers say they would not work
for a company that had a bad reputation,
even if they were unemployed6

94

of job seekers are likely to apply to a job
where the employer actively manages their
employer brand7

%
%
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Your
employer
brand is
having an
impact.
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A strong employer brand is about catching the eye of the
top talent, driving engagement and shaping perception
among employees and other stakeholders.

Building your employer brand will have a significant impact on your entire
business. Like it or not, your employer brand is out there, exerting a daily
impact on your company and on your total brand value.

Company
Brand

Employer
Brand

It’s no coincidence that many of today’s most valued brands are
also top employer brands. Just as having great people and a good
reputation as an employer builds preference for your brand, the opposite
is also true. Fully 64 percent of job seekers who have had
a poor candidate experience will never buy products or services
from that company again.8
There are many ways of gauging employer brand health, including
turnover, time-to-hire, productivity, and employee engagement. If you’re
wondering how your company stacks up, you might already have a rating
on glassdoor.ca or indeed.ca, the TripAdvisors of the HR world.
The executives behind top employer brands don’t wait for annual survey
results; they are listening in real time on social platforms and using online
survey tools—quick and easy ways to take the pulse of their employee
and candidate communities.
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Greater Profitability
Reduced Employee Churn
Increased Talent Pool Quality
Less Costly Recruiting

The
strategic
disconnect.
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Skilled candidates are in the driver’s seat.

42 percent of recruiter offers are rejected. Yet less than 20 percent of
organizations have implemented an employer brand strategy to retain
top talent, increase engagement, or attract the best and the brightest 9.
Globally, only 36% have implemented an employee referral program10 —
an important (and inexpensive) source of talent in a world where many
conversations begin with ‘How’s work?’.
With talent as one of the top C-suite concerns, employer branding
is fast becoming a critical strategy to address current and future
shortages. But since only 27 percent of total HR time is spent on
strategic business activities, building the employer brand is not on
most HR executives’ radar11. There’s a pressing business need to shed
rote tasks in favour of high value strategic planning and execution.

43

%

8

of employers are recruiting
because of churn12
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66%

percent of employers
have trouble finding
relevant talent13

65%

says it’s impacting
their bottom line14

What top employer brands have:

C-suite buy-in, commitment and investment
An employee value proposition (EVP)
Employee brand advocates
Mobile platforms & social media strategies
that target job searchers15
An effortless candidate experience
Candidate feedback loops
Employer brand tracking
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Indigo
Books &
Music Inc.
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Why they are a market leader.

Indigo drives traffic and margins by diversifying around its core offering
of books. Whether it’s premium toys, housewares or niche literature,
Indigo keeps pace with its customer culture, adapting product lines and
training the specialized teams that sell them to complement customer
preferences. They do just as good a job with their employer branding:
in 2015 the company won a Randstad Award for top Canadian retail
employer brand.

Why they’re a talent magnet
When it comes to employer branding, Indigo does two things
really well:

Digital employee community
Indigo has developed a countrywide digital employee community,
called Galileo, that has seen great success in connecting employees,
crowdsourcing improvements in all areas, and providing a rich source
of employee engagement data for Indigo’s HR leaders.
Imparting the Employer Brand to products & acquisitions
The retailer has successfully extended its employer brand to both
product launches and company acquisitions. For example, hiring and
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training teams for the recent product launch of American Girl®, a line of
dolls, books, clothing and accessories, involved a full social recruitment
campaign with requests for ‘auditions’ via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and LinkedIn.

Practical takeaways
• Provide a forum for your employees to share: company-wide
meetings to discuss performance and foster ideation, bulletin
boards, or enterprise resource groups.
• Consider building or adding on a private social network. Big players
in the space include enterprise offerings from LinkedIn, Facebook,
Jive and Microsoft, whose offering is gamified—now that’s fun.
• When preparing for a rebranding, product launch or any major
company event, engage employees as brand ambassadors.

How to build your employer brand.

EVP
Employee value
proposition

Strategic
framework

Building the
face of your
employer
brand

Creating
advocates
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Building Your
Employer
Brand –
Broad Strokes
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Building an employer brand is an ongoing process that needs to
address every aspect of recruitment and employment.

It impacts every candidate or employee interaction with your brand—
how you are communicating, working, rewarding and engaging in
recruitment. Keep in mind that the employer brand must serve all
employees, spanning generations and needs.
The Employer Brand Excellence Framework™ (see diagram) defines
the employment experience from a strategic perspective. The
Framework also takes into account the roles of employees, prospective
candidates, customers, investors and society in employer branding.
There are two parts to putting your employer brand on the front
burner: strategy and implementation, both of which require C-suite
commitment. The following pages describe how to put strategy
and implementation into practice.
Employee engagement is the top metric for measuring
employer brand success. Organizations in the top quartile of
engagement are able to produce 22 percent greater profits
than their bottom quartile counterparts.16

Employer Brand Excellence FrameworkTM
Employee Value Proposition
Employer Brand Employee Platform™
[EBEP]
• Recruitment and induction
• Compensation and benefits
• Career development
• Employee research
• Reward and recognition
• Communication systems
• Work environment
Employer Brand Strategic Platform™
[EBSP]
• Mission, vision, values
• CSR
• Leadership
• Corporate reputation and culture
• People management policies and practice
• Performance management
• Innovation

Source: Brett Minchington, www.employerbrandingcollege.com17
Reproduced with permission
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EVP
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The Employee Value Proposition (EVP) is the heart and soul
of your employer brand.
Developing a compelling EVP is important both for employees
and candidates, and as a foundation for your employer
brand strategy. A recent survey indicates that a clear EVP is just as
important a tool as social media for employer brand enhancement18
and can improve new hires loyalty by up to 29 percent.19
Think of your EVP in terms of the ongoing value that your employment
experience proposes to deliver to candidates and employees. It sets out
what’s relevant and valuable to them, rather than to the company. As
a quick example, ‘performance’ is something companies value in their
employees, whereas the ‘challenge’ of learning new skills is something
that employees value.
Keep in mind that your EVP isn’t theoretical. Use it to fine-tune policies
and programs, empower managers to impact employee behaviours
and attitudes.
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Here are the steps involved in developing an EVP:
• Have a cross section of employees answer the question “Why
should I work for you?” then work towards a finished statement
• Analyze employee surveys for a deeper dive into what employees
like about your company and why they stay
• List the top 5 employee reasons why yours is a good place to work
• List the top 5 ambitions of your overall business strategy
• Find the commonalities among employee wants and business drivers
for each group of employees (management, line workers, etc.)
• Validate and refine your draft EVP with existing and prospective
employee groups
• Ensure that you leverage your EVP in all communications to existing
and potential employees

Get Strategic
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A clear, employee-focused EVP is the precursor to developing
a framework to manage the employee brand strategy
across the business.
A strong strategy includes culture, work experience, external
perceptions, key talent drivers, management practices,
and leadership vision. There are many moving parts to a solid
employer brand effort, so there’s a real need to establish a formal
strategy and to gain the executive buy-in required to move it forward.

Here are the steps involved in building an employer
brand strategy:
• Tie your employer brand to the business strategy. What are the
specific ways that the employer brand supports business drivers
now and in the future? Hint: quality of hires and upticks in both
employee engagement and results should factor in.
• When you talk about your brand, solicit anecdotal and formal
feedback to gauge perception.

18
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• Regularly measure external perception on glassdoor.ca, indeed.ca
and other resources. Measure internal perception by tapping your
internal communication network, corporate social media pages,
or pulse surveys.
• Interview new hires within 60 days to identify any gap between
brand perception and reality, and read the exit interviews of outgoing
employees. A survey conducted by Human Resource Executive
Magazine revealed that while 96 percent of HR managers conduct
exit interviews with employees who are leaving voluntarily, the data
is rarely put to constructive use.20
• Develop long-term metrics based on desired outcomes. Measuring the
right things—those that reflect your business’s objectives and unique
challenges—is intrinsic to justifying an employer brand investment.
Go beyond short-term metrics and measure quality of hire, employee
engagement, retention rates and other indicators of long-term value.

1-800-GOT-JUNK
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Why they are a market leader.
This Canadian success story expanded rapidly with a winning formula:
using the marketing power of branded vehicles, inspiring trust with
uniformed employees, and garnering the positive feedback with
punctual, fastidious service.

Why they’re a talent magnet
The CEO of 1-800-GOT-JUNK made a painful choice early on: he let
go of bright people who didn’t share company values, then invested
heavily in his employees:

Sharing in success
Everyone at 1-800-GOT-JUNK tastes financial success through profit
sharing. And that’s on top of great benefits and a good work/life
balance. Employees get four weeks’ paid vacation after their first year
and up to 20 personal days off each year. New parents get generous
leave top-ups and an accommodating work environment when they
are ready to return to work.

20
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The gift of responsibility
1-800-GOT-JUNK CEO Brian Scudamore is big on empowering his
people to make decisions and boost the employer brand through
engagement. He does this by challenging his team to get involved,
lead, take risks, and make mistakes. “When the environment is
superficial,” he says, “real engagement isn’t happening.”21

Practical takeaways
• Don’t compromise on cultural fit. Employees who share your corporate
values will build the employer brand.
• Consider tools such as profit sharing to create a shared sense
of purpose.
• Use employee benefits to help differentiate you from other
employers in your industry.

Applying
your
employer
brand

21
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With your employer brand background and framework in place,
it’s time to get down to the nuts and bolts of applying it.

The basics are obvious: making sure that resources you own like job
postings and careers pages reflect your desired tonality and look. But
your biggest gains will come from improving the ways that you foster
communication and manage onboarding, namely building the social
proof of your employer brand’s worth, streamlining recruitment, and
potentially improving your mobile and social strategies.

Zeroing in on mobile & social
If you’re hoping to attract the best and the brightest—bearing in mind
that millennials will comprise 75 percent of the workforce by 2025—you
need to assume that candidates will rely on social media and mobile
devices. According to Glassdoor, 79 percent of job seekers are likely to
use social media to find a job. And while 43 percent of searchers use
mobile devices in their job searches, 59 percent of recruiters invest
nothing in mobile-friendly career sites.22

Visit your career site on your own smart phone. Is it responsive,
or do you have to zoom in to actually read anything? Read a career
posting or apply for a job on your smart phone or tablet. Is it easy to
navigate? Think one-click entry/resume upload and optimized videos
for quick playback. Condense the wording you use, including job
descriptions, for quick and easy digestibility and think about leveraging
a mobile HR app. They’re not only timesavers for employees looking
for pay statements and benefits info, but also a great way to
engage candidates.

Building social proof
When it comes to trusted resources for learning about potential or even
current employers, word-of-mouth beats all other information sources
combined23. That’s why it’s important to encourage positive social
conversations around your employer brand.
One way of fostering social proof is to give yourself every advantage
on review sites like glassdoor.ca and indeed.ca by populating your
employer profile pages with branded messaging, videos and social
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Applying your employee brand (cont.)
media integration. You should also leverage your existing presence on
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and other social platforms to share the
employment experience and celebrate your culture. Be sure that you
respond to any comments or questions candidates or visitors post on
social media channels.

Streamlining recruitment marketing & processes
Recruitment marketing is a catch-all term that includes social media
messaging, ads, blogs, brochures and videos—tools that can be very
effective in attracting top talent, especially if the design and messaging
reinforce your EVP and tie in with your customer-facing brand. It’s a
chance to give candidates an inside look into what it’s really like to work
with you and to showcase benefits and perks. Materials—especially
video—that focus on current team member experiences and
testimonials can be very powerful.
If recruitment marketing is a promise, the recruitment process will show
candidates how likely you are to deliver on that promise. From first
contact to hire, everything from the wording and details of a posting to
your response speed must positively reinforce your employer brand. For
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many companies, however, there’s just no time to actively manage the
candidate experience.
One shortcut to enhancing the experience is to increase the level of
automation. Top employer brands look for opportunities to automate or
outsource as much of the recruitment process as possible, from initial
screening to tracking candidate interactions. This frees up time to hone
in on choosing candidates that fit perfectly.

79
%
43

%

job seekers use social media in
their searches

job seekers rely primarily on
mobile devices24

Creating
experiences
and advocacy
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Many different groups influence the character of your employer
brand: employees, former employees, candidates and the
organization as a whole.

Not surprisingly, the thing that people find most compelling is that
which is not under your control—the opinions of employees and
candidates, not the corporate voice.
Your website might be a great reflection of the employer brand that
you want to project, but what everyone wants is the social proof
provided by current and former employees and candidates.

Internal brand advocacy is a powerful tool: when employees share
information, you stand to get eight times the share rate compared
to the same content from the brand page.25 Start fostering advocacy
by focusing on your most effective advocates: employees who are
already most actively engaged.
If you don’t measure employee engagement currently, know that it’s a
bellwether for financial prosperity, turnover, productivity and customer
satisfaction.26

“I listen better to people directly involved than
people paid to pitch. In-person connections are
where it’s at.” ~ Scott Kirsner, The Boston Globe
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Creating experiences and advocacy (cont.)

Here are some of the ways to help brand advocates
build your employer brand:
• Give employees opportunities to participate in your industry.
Rank and file staff will have a much greater impact on audiences
at industry shows, conferences and recruiting events than will
sales or marketing people.

Building internal advocacy provides many benefits. It can improve
the product that you deliver and the manner in which customers are
engaged, heighten your ability to hire better candidates, boost
external audience engagement, and foster further advocacy. If you
have the resources, combining the actions above into a formal program
could be a valuable undertaking.

• Involve all employees in projects to improve products and customer
service. A shared sense of responsibility builds brand advocacy.

Most trusted resources for learning about companies27:

• Look for opportunities to turn internal subject matter experts into
industry thought leaders.
• Use technology to encourage advocacy, both via an internal platform
that can knit your community together and through structured use of
social media.

52%
14%
5%
2%

Friends & Family
Current Employees
Company Website
Recruiter

“At Zappos, our belief is that if you get the culture right,
most of the other stuff— like great customer service,
or building a great long-term brand, or passionate
employees and customers—will happen naturally
on its own.” ~ Zappos.com CEO Tony Hsieh
26
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Clearing the
decks
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It’s clear that a strong employer brand supports not just HR,
but overall business goals and metrics.
It results in a better quality of candidate,
better retention rates and ultimately a better
bottom line.
Achieving a strong employer brand takes
dedicated resources and a strategy with clear
metrics-based goals that reflect the needs of
employees, management, recruitment,
customers and owners/investors.
Success takes buy-in, but also plenty of time.
Outsourcing less strategic aspects of HR is a
compelling way to clear the decks for the high
value work required to make your company
the employer of choice you want it to be.
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HR outsourcing can include:

Talent acquisition
Payroll administration
Benefits administration
Time and labour management
Talent management
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provides general information regarding its subject matter and should
available for informational purposes only and is not a substitute for
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